Across
1. Coherent light; pizzazz; unruly hair; Answer 1 clothing
2. Answer 2 vehicle; rodeo rope
3. Answer 3 weapon; fires; resort; plant with fronds
4. Mrs. Fawlty; Answer 4 clothing; retiring or bashful; type of car or chair
5. Herzegovina partner; Answer 5 weapon; Fleming or McEwan; precious, to a Brit
6. Answer 6 clothing; kidney or liver, e.g.; some may be false
7. Pixar film set in Scotland; City in Baghdad; ATM charge; Answer 7 clothing
8. Answer 8 weapon; fictional Stark or real Kelly; they justify the means; troubles or woes
9. Analog to pixel in 3D; Shrek, e.g.; Egyptian or Yemeni; Answer 9 weapon
10. Answer 10 clothing; wedding words; to be human?; rage; drug or energy
11. To penetrate or explore; Answer 11 vehicle; Glass on the radio; issue a ticket
12.
mode; Whitney or Manning; it holds a horse; Answer 12 weapon
13. Answer 13 vehicle; joined the choir; follows zeta; popular Xbox first person shooter
14. Extension for UC Berkeley, e.g.; semi-arid region adjoining the Sahara; Answer 14 weapon;
related to the moon
15. Answer 15 clothing; had ambition; dog with miniature and toy varieties
; fittingly
16. Answer 16 vehicle; amount of thread or yarn; the Pope is the bishop of the Holy
the final word

Down
2. Like a painter; poetic over; badly; pair
; World’s Fair, e.g.; luxury Honda division
3. Swedish cars; rant and
4. At last, in Paris; Red or Yellow; written defamation; cul-de5. UC Berkeley gym; fibs; traveled by horse; dog’s strap
6. Fortissimo, abbr.; ”I get it!”; yin’s partner; singer Redding; like a cool cat; Sunflower State, abbr.
”; John of tractors; actress Portman
7. Salmon on a bagel; “Long, long
Here”; Hamilton defeater; become less light; it’s after Thu.
8. “You
9. Edge of a hoop; Gordon Sumner’s stage name’ discover, with “out”; secluded valley
10. Composer of Quartet for the End of Time; idiots or chewy candy
11. Parentless; French cheese; gratuities
in the bud; Clark
Campus;
vera
12. Stage production;
13. Most secure; “What’s up,
?”; empire conquered by Pizarro; actress Sevigny
14. Pre-owned; pan for stir-fry; TV’s Lemon; painter Monet
15. Land of the Knesset; Legolas or Galadriel, e.g.; Nvidia competitor; radius’s companion; natural
log, abbr.
16. Short or long weight; bird’s home; arid; disinterested

